Abstract -This paper discusses opportunities and challenges for the creation of evolving artificial neural network (ANN) and more general -computational intelligence (CI) models inspired by principles at different levels of information processing in the brain -neuronal-, genetic-, and quantum, and mainly -the issues related to the integration of these principles into more powerful and accurate ANN models. A particular type of ANN, evolving connectionist systems (ECOS), is used to illustrate this approach. ECOS evolve their structure and functionality through continuous learning from data and facilitate data and knowledge integration and knowledge elucidation. ECOS gain inspiration from the evolving processes in the brain. Evolving fuzzy neural networks and evolving spiking neural networks are presented as examples. With more genetic information available now, it becomes possible to integrate the gene and the neuronal information into neuro-genetic models and to use them for a better understanding of complex brain processes. Further down in the information processing hierarchy, are the quantum processes. Quantum inspired ANN may help solve efficiently the hardest computational problems. It may be possible to integrated quantum principles into brain-gene inspired ANN models for a faster and more accurate modeling. All the topics above are illustrated with some contemporary solutions, but many more open questions and challenges are raised and directions for further research outlined.
INTRODUCTION: BRAIN-, GENE-, AND QUANTUM LEVELS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING AS INSPIRATIONS FOR CI MODELS
The brain is an evolving information processing system that evolves its structure and functionality in time through information processing at different levels - Fig. 1 .
At the quantum level, particles (e.g., atoms, electrons, ions, photons, etc.) are in a complex evolving state all the time (Hey 1999) . The atoms are the material that everything is made of. They can change their characteristics due to the frequency of external signals (Feynman 1965 , Brooks 1999 .
At a molecular level, RNA and protein molecules evolve in a cell and interact in a continuous way, based on the stored information in the DNA and on external factors, and affect the functioning of a cell (neuron) under certain z, www.kedri.info conditions (Crick 1970 ). 6 . Evolutionary (population/generation) processes 5. Brain cognitive processes 4. System information processing (e.g. neural ensemble) 3 . Information processing in a cell (neuron) 2 Molecular information processing (genes, proteins)
1. Quantum information processing At the level of a neuron, the internal information processes and the external stimuli cause the neuron to produce a signal that carries information to be transferred to other neurons.
At the level of neural ensembles, all neurons operate in a "concert", defining the function of the ensemble, for instance perception of sound. At the level of the whole brain, cognitive processes take place, such as language and reasoning, and global information processes are manifested, such as consciousness.
At the level of a population of individuals, species evolve through evolution changing the genetic DNA code for a better adaptation.
The principles of each of the above processes have inspired the creation of different ANN models with the goals of:
-understanding the brain; -creating powerful methods and systems of computational intelligence (CI) for solving complex problems in all areas of science and the humanity. ANN models, that are brain-inspired (using some principles from the brain), or brain-like (more biologically plausible models, usually developed to model a brain function) have already been proposed (for references, see : Arbib 2003 , Amari and Kasabov 1998) . Examples are: models of single neurons and neural network ensembles (Rosenblatt 1962 , Grossberg 1969 1982 (Amari 1967 (Arbib 2003 , JG Taylor 1999 ; (Anderson) ; (Levine and Aparicio), etc.)
The information processes at each level from Fig.1 are very complex and difficult to understand, but much more difficult is to understand the interaction between the different levels. It may be that understanding the interaction through its modeling would help to understand better each level of information processing in the brain and perhaps the brain as a whole, a to create powerful tools to solve problems.
Some examples of ANN that combine principles from different levels in fig.1 (Kasabov 1998 (Kasabov 2002 . ECOS are ANN that develop their structure and functionality over time through incremental learning from incoming information and through interaction.
The paper discusses in section 2 two particular models inspired by the principles of evolving neuronal information processes -local learning ECOS and evolving spiking neural networks (SNN). In section 3, the issue of combining neuronal with genetic information processing is discussed and one particular computational neuro-genetic model (CNGM) is presented for illustration along with a list of open questions. Section 4 presents some ideas behind the quantum inspired ANN models and offers further open questions about the integration of principles from quantum-, -genetic-and neuronal information processing.
SOME BRAIN-INSPIRED ECOS MODELS
Many evolving ANN models have been suggested so far, where the structure and the functionality of the models evolve through incremental, continuous learning from incoming data, some times in an on-line mode, and through interaction with other models and the environment. Examples are: growing neural gas (Fritzek 1995) , RAN (Platt 1991 , EFuNN (Kasabov, 1998 (Kasabov, , 2001 ), DENFIS (Kasabov and Song, 2002) , evolving fuzzy systems (Angelov, 2002) Local learning ECOS are connectionist systems that evolve their nodes (neurons) and connections between them through incremental learning from data vectors where the nodes capture local information from the data in a supervised or unsupervised mode (Kasabov, 2002) . One of the ECOS models, the evolving fuzzy neural network EFuNN (Kasabov, 2001) In (Ozawa et If a quantum system interacts in any way with its environment, the superposition is destroyed and the system collapses into one single real state as in the classical physics (Heisenberg). This process is governed by a probability amplitude. The square of the intensity of the probability amplitude is the quantum probability to observe the state.
Another quantum mechanics principle is the entanglement x) = Zcil(pi), (12) where the coefficients ci may be complex. 1V) is said to be in a superposition of the basis states Ipi). For example the quantum inspired analogue of a single bit in classical computers can be represented as a qu-bit in a quantum computer:
Ix) = aJ0) + bl 1) (13) where 10) and I1) represent the states 0 and 1. The qu-bit is not a single value entity, but is a function of parameters which values are complex numbers. After the loss of coherence the qu-bit will collapse into one ofthe states 10) or 1) with the probability a2 for the state 0O) and the probability b2 for the state 1), where: 1a12 + 1b12 = 1.
So, in quantum mechanics and in any scientific domain, where we use the superposition, the introduction of the qubit to measure information states change radically any interpretation of the information processes and also of any computation.
The state of a qu-bit can be changed by an operation called a quantum gate. A quantum gate is a reversible gate and can be represented as a unitary operator U acting on the qu-bit basis states. The defining property of an unitary matrix is that its conjugate transpose is equal to its inverse. There are several quantum gates already introduced, such as the NOT gate, controlled NOT gate, rotation gate, Hadamard gate, etc. (Perkowski 2005 , Collin et al 1998).
Quantum mechanical computers and quantum algorithms try to exploit the massive quantum parallelism which is expressed in the principle of superposition. The principle of superposition can be applied to many existing methods of CI, where instead of a single state (e.g. a parameter value, or a finite automata state, or a connection weight, etc.) a superposition of states will be used, described by a wave probability function, so that all these states will be computed in parallel increasing the speed of computation by many orders of magnitude.
Quantum mechanical computers have been proposed in the early 1980s and a description was formalized in the late 1980s (P. Benioff 1980) . This kind of computers proved to be superior to classical computers in various specialized problems. Many efforts were undertaken to extend the principal ideas of quantum mechanics to other fields of interest. There are well known quantum algorithms such as Shor's quantum factoring algorithm (P. W. Shor 1997) and Grover's database search algorithm (L. K. Grover 1996).
Hogg extended the work of Grover in order to demonstrate the application of quantum algorithms in the context of combinatorial search (T. Hogg and D. Portnov, 2000) .
The advantage of quantum computing is that, while a system is uncollapsed, it can carry out more computing than a collapsed system, because, in a sense, it is computing in many universes at once. The above quantum principles have inspired research in both computational methods and brain study.
It is widely accepted now that NP-hard problems (e.g. time complexity grows exponentially with the size of the problem) can be solved by a quantum computer. Penrose (1994) argues that solving the quantum measurement problem is pre-requisite for understanding the mind as consciousness emerges as a macroscopic quantum state due to a coherence of quantum-level events within neurons. Q(t) = {qltXq2¢¢ tqt} (14) where n is the size of the population. Evolutionary computing with Q-bit representation has a better characteristic of population diversity than other representations, since it can represent linear superposition of states probabilistically. The Q-bit representation leads to a quantum parallelism in the system as it is able to evaluate the function on a superposition of possible inputs. The output obtained is also in the form of superposition which needs to be collapsed to get the actual solution.
Recent research activities focus on using quantum principles for ANN What is known at present, is that the spiking activity of a neuron relates to the transmission of thousands of ions and neurotransmitter molecules across the synaptic clefts, and to the emission of spikes. Spikes, as carriers of information, are electrical signals made of particles that are emitted in one neuron and transmitted along the nerves to the synapses of many other neurons. These particles are characterized by their quantum properties. So, quantum properties may influence, under certain conditions, the spiking activity of neurons and of the whole brain, as brains obey the laws of quantum mechanics (as everything else does).
Similarly to a chemical effect of a drug to the protein and gene expression levels in the brain, that may affect the spiking activity and the functioning of the whole brain (modelling of these effects is subject of the computational neurogenetic modelling CNGM), external factors like radiation, high frequency signals etc. may influence the quantum properties of the particles in the brain through gate operators and their spiking activity as well. According to Penrose (1989) , microtubules in the neurons are associated with quantum gates.
So, the question is: Is it possible to create CNGM that incorporate some quantum principles, QI-CNGM?
We can represent the above problem as a set of preliminary hypothetical functions as follows. A future state Q' of a particle or a group of particles (e.g. ions, electrons, etc.) depends on the current state Q and on the frequency spectrum Eq of an external signal, according to the Max Planck constant:
Q' =Fq (Q, Eq)), 
A future cognitive state C' of the brain will depend on its current state C and also on the neuronal N, on the molecular-M, and on the quantum Q states ofthe brain: This paper presents some CI methods and in particularevolving ANN models, inspired by principles from different levels of information processing in the brain -including higher cognitive level, gene/protein level, and quantum level, and argues that ANN models that integrate principles from different levels of information processing would be beneficial for a better understanding of brain functions and for the creation of more powerful methods and systems of computational intelligence in general.
Integrating principles from quantum-, molecular-, and brain information processing is important because: -This would lead to a better understanding of both molecular and quantum information processing; -Modelling molecular processes is needed for progress in many areas of biology, chemistry and physics; -At the nano-level of microelectronic devices, quantum processes may have a significant impact; -Using these processes is a strong inspiration 
